Hong Kong 1945/6 — Postwar Restoration of Postal Services
Mission This exhibit documents the early days of Hong Kong mails after liberation from Japanese occupation and shows the quick return of commercial activity, supported by the postal service.

Background From December 8, 1941 when the Japanese military invaded and occupied Hong Kong until August
30, 1945 the city descended into wartime hell. From a pre-war population of 1.6 million just 600,000 remained by 1945.
In addition to imprisonment, summary execution, and atrocities perpetrated by the occupiers, there was little work for
the Chinese population. As misery and unemployment rose, many fled to their ancestral homes in South China to survive. British residents and their allies were interned or placed into Prisoner of War Camps. The ordeal ended 2 weeks
after Japan surrendered to end World War II in the Pacific. British forces returned August 30, 1945 and after a brief period of military administration, restored civilian government and services. The city quickly returned to thriving status
with restoration of infrastructure including - prominently - the post office. The return of population from the mainland
fueled the revival of commerce. Its remarkably speedy recovery is a testament to industrious Hong Kong citizens and an
economy based on free trade.

Scope This exhibit shows several earliest known uses of markings, early branch and destination mails, rare airmail
Jusqu'a markings and frankings of all stamps available at the post office as well as military mails. References to the
Hong Kong Study Circle are abbreviated HKSC. Significant or rare items are framed in red.
Personal research is indicated by a

Organization
This exhibit is organized chronologically,
and by mail route type (local, surface or air).

Mails Up to Post Office Reopening

Pages 1 - 3

Local, Macau & China Mail

Pages 4 - 6

Overseas Surface Mail

Pages 7 - 9

Air Mail

Pages 10 - 16

Cover to Canada dated December 4, 1941. Upon liberation during re-establishment of the Post Office, 7 mail bags were
found that did not make it out of Hong Kong before the invasion on December 8, 1941. A 3-line rectangular handstamp
“DETAINED IN HONGKONG/BY JAPANESE/FROM DECEMBER 1941 TO SEPTEMBER 1945” was applied before these
mails were dispatched in September 1945 according to HKSC. The adhesives bear Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC) perfins. The estimated population of surviving DETAINED covers is 200 and this is the only one known
with perfined franking.

Mails Up to Post Office Re-opening

Postage Free

September 6, 1945 GPO and Kowloon Central branch reopened to operate restricted local services. Stamps were unavailable,
so locally produced octagonal “Postage Paid” (PP) handstamps were hastily produced. No postage was paid as letters bearing
these cancels were exclusively for repatriates released from Stanley Internment Camp and military. They were not intended
for general public use. As the cancels are undated, dates of use can only be determined from letter enclosures or receiver
markings. There are 4 sub-types of the PP cancel.

-

Overseas destinations for covers bearing these cancels are extremely scarce. They are listed by the HKSC as
destined to Great Britain, Australia and Canada. This is the only recorded PP cover to Singapore.

-

-

During occupation, the Peninsula Hotel was used by the Japanese as their Military headquarters. The British
briefly used it in the aftermath of Liberation. There is a manuscript marking on the cover indicating possible
arrival at “10 am, 20/9” which would make this a day later than the latest known date listed by the HKSC.

Mails Up to Post Office Re-opening

Postage Free and First Day

Cover with undated machine cancel POST OFFICE MARITIME/MAIL.
Letter dated September 13, 1945 headlined “on board HMHS Oxfordshire” a hospital ship. The writer, British Major Bottomley (Field Company Engineers) Liberated Prisoner of War, writes to his wife in England that he is being ferried to Australia where ex-POW’s can be fed and
brought back to health. His weight was lower than 140 lb. during the
“long dreary years of waiting” when his diet consisted of “rice, spinach
and potato tops.” A poignant piece of history, from a Hong Kong survivor
of the Japanese prison camps.

Following several
administrative iterations after liberation,
the Post Office reopened on September
28. Many celebrated
the event with commemorative covers
like this one. At first
only local mail service was available.

Local cover with 1941 - 5c Centenary commemorative posted on first day of re-opening of the post
office. Hong Kong citizens were already starting to engage in philately!

Local, Macau & China Mail

Macau and Hong Kong

Upon Post Office re-opening on September 28, civilian mail routes gradually opened up starting with the reinstatement of service to China and Macau on October 1. At first, the postage rates of 1941 were reinstated for surface
mail. The rates were the pre-war 5c per ounce local and 8c per ounce to China and Macau. Registration was also
reintroduced at the pre-war 25c rate.

Kowloon Branch to Macau on first day of restored service, paying the single rate of 8c. Receipt for
the 4 hour sailing was 2 days later. Services were still in restoration phase.

Local cover registered on November 12 has 65c franking with a selection of the different stamps
available at the post office at the
time. This makes it appear philatelic, yet the registered CDS predates earliest known use of November 28 by 2 weeks. In addition, the
postman’s beat chop R2 is unknown to have postwar usage, except for this example. This is one of
the very few local registered covers
posted in 1945 the author has seen.

Local, Macau & China Mail

Macau and China

Commercial cover mailed on first
day of service to Macau, bearing
$1.60 of postage to pay the 20 times
rate. Probably a unique combination. Franking is made up of the
only stamps available in those early
days of Post Office reestablishment. The reverse bears an
arrival handstamp showing two
days transit.

Single rate 8c cover
from Victoria, to
Canton, China on
October 13 with
Canton arrival handstamp on reverse.
Very early postwar
commercial mail, 2
weeks after post office reopened.

Branch Post Office cover from Sheungwan to China dated October 11, only 3 days after re-opening of
this branch. Victoria transit and Canton arrival handstamps on reverse.
Earliest postwar Hong Kong branch office cover seen by the author.

Overseas Surface Mail

25c Rate to Non-British Empire Destinations

The resumption of personal and commercial correspondence occurred rapidly after liberation. Business covers reappear within a few weeks of the Post Office re-opening. Hong Kong was open for business again! Hong Kong residents
had a lot of news to catch up with friends and loved ones overseas. Examples of such early postwar mail follows in the
next 3 pages.

-

-

The 25c rate per 1st oz. to non-British Empire destinations was in effect only for 7 days from October 16 to October 23.

Overseas Surface Mail

30c Rate to Non-British Empire Destinations

Commercial, use
of 30c wartime
“rough print” definitive. Put on
sale late 1945
and demonetized
after issue of the
30c ultramarine
replacement on
April 9, 1946,
this stamp was in
use less than 6
months.

Commercial cover
to Switzerland.
The manuscript
marking “By S/S
Arawa” refers to a
ship requisitioned
to repatriate
POW’s. Sailing
schedules for this
still chaotic period
are non-existent,
precluding routing
details for this cover. The sender was
a French textile
trader.

Overseas Surface Mail

20c Rate to British Empire Destinations

Two 1945 letters to Canada paying the 20c per ounce British Empire rate from September 12, 1941.

Commercial letter to Toronto, 20c rate made up of 2 x 2c and a pair of 8c definitives. Although
10c stamps were said to be available at this time, there must have been large stocks of the 8c and
2c as they are predominantly used to make up multiples of 10c rates.

Personal letter to Canada.

Air Mail

Carried Free

Airmail was first carried by British military aircraft free of charge from September 4. Airmail service was limited and
routes and transit times were erratic until the resumption of civilian air service October 20. Initially the uniform airmail
rate was $1.00 per ½ ounce to all destinations served.

Early military Air Letter form with
Field Post Office 336 postmark dated October 2, 1945, used less than
one month from September 27 to
October 20. Written by a Royal Air
Force pilot to his family, it describes
a mail plane taking off “over the
hills towards India and from there
to Cairo and home,” indicating military routing at the time.

-

PP cover to Canada, a scarce destination. This is missionary correspondence, carried by military aircraft. Yet the airmail
route was specified by a postal clerk with the Jusqu’a marking “By Air To London Only”. The combination of the Postage
Paid provisional handstamp and the Jusqu’a marking is only possible for the 13 days between November 23 and December
5. One of two known covers with this combination.

Air Mail

Carried Free

Stampless cover with Field Post
Office 366 serving the Royal Marine Commandos. Dated October
1945 (indistinct day), this is a
repurposed OHMS envelope, with
typewritten crossing out of the
OHMS imprint. Typed instructions “On Active Service” and “By
Airmail” further shows this to be
a military item. Mail from a British Field Post Office to the United
States is highly unusual. An exceptional combination of features,
possibly unique.

Armed Forces Air Letter dated October 17, 1945 from Canadian sailor Sproule in Hong
Kong. Mailed from the ship
HMCS Ontario “in Armed
Forces Postal channels” there
are no postal markings. The
red censor handstamp is the
only official marking. Military airmail was free for
those on active service.

HMCS Ontario entered Hong Kong harbour on September 12, with the
Commander of British Forces in Hong Kong, Major-General Sir Francis Festing aboard. Seaman Sproule’s duties included patrol parties
ashore to “prevent looting because of inflation and a rice shortage.”
Image courtesy of Wikipedia.

Air Mail

Provisional $1 Rate to All Destinations

2 Scarce Jusqu’a covers. By November civilian commercial air services were gradually being reinstated. Pre-war air rates
were cancelled and a flat rate of $1.00 per ½ ounce was established for mails to any destination where air service was
available.
USA air mail was
routed via the
Philippines
“BY
AIR TO LEYTE
ONLY” and onwards by sea.
Franking by pair
of
50c
“rough
print” with perforation variety 14¾
x 14. From auction records and
the author’s personal knowledge
there are probably
less than 100 covers extant with
this marking.

Mails to Australia
and New Zealand
were sent “BY AIR
TO SYDNEY ONLY” and onwards
by surface, in this
case to Melbourne.
The population of
covers with this
marking is estimated at less than
10.

Air Mail

Provisional $1 Rate to All Destinations

Cover sent to London, England dated October 27. Franking is a block of 4 of the De La Rue prewar 25c definitive which was in abundant supply at this time.

$1 rate with 25c added for registration fee. This letter’s transit time was over 2 months as
routing was by military aircraft to Leyte, Philippines and onwards by sea to San Francisco.
Postwar usage of this $1 pre-war definitive is scarce because these stamps were only accepted when purchased at the post office window and immediately affixed to the envelope according to The China Mail notice of 23 October.

-

-

Air Mail

Provisional $1 Rate to All Destinations

Letter to England indicating postage paid by
red handstamp. The
assumed rate would be
$1. The earliest recorded date for this marking is September 3,
1948, thus this cover
shows earlier usage by
2 years and 9 months.
Intended for use on
commercial mail, it
may have been inadvertently used for personal mail during the
postwar chaos. Airmail
postage for military
personnel on active
service at this time was
supposed to be free.

This cover illustrates use
of the rare “BY AIR TO
CALCUTTA
ONLY”
Jusqu’a marking, on a
letter addressed to Bombay February 13, 1946.
The population of covers
with this marking is estimated at less than 20.
The resumption of InterAsian commerce between
Chinese and Indian merchants was a further sign
that the post war business boom was under
way!

Air Mail

Re-Establishment of Rates: Before Official Notice

By 1946 the rebuilding process was well underway. As airlines gradually resumed service to Hong Kong, the first postwar airmail rate table was issued by Notification 278 of July 26, 1946 (excerpted on next page). However, there is cover
evidence that the announced rates were in effect prior to the notice. Research has not produced any official documents
prior to the notice of these new rates.

Cover
to
U.S.A. dated
March
23,
1946,
four
months prior
to the notice
establishing
its rate.

Cover to Canada, March 13, 1946
4+ months prior to rate notice.

Air Mail

Re-Establishment of Rates: After Official Notice
Excerpt from 1st postwar table of
airmail rates to office of exchange
and onward carriage by surface.

Destination

Letter Rate per 1/2 oz.

Canada & British West Indies

$1.20

United States

$1.30

To conclude, two
examples of the
newly established airmail
rates are shown.
The return to
normalcy is evidenced by an
large increase in
commercial
mail, to a greater variety of destinations.

In-period $1.20 rate to Caribbean destinations is illustrated by this Jusqu'a cover to Jamaica
with the “BY AIR TO LONDON ONLY” marking.

The in-period $1.30 rate is illustrated by this double weight cover to Norway with the
“BY AIR TO LONDON ONLY” boxed Jusqu’a marking.

